Host Captain_Hebert says:
This is the situation...
Host Captain_Hebert says:
Attacking Borg is currently overrunning Avalon Station.  The Borg have said the speech of Resistance is Futile(TM).
Host Captain_Hebert says:
The Borg after trying to access one of Doctor Kriss's science experiments have set off a nexus type explosion throughout the station.
Host Captain_Hebert says:
This explosion has caused the entire crew, (no Borg) to enter some kind of parallel universe.
Host Captain_Hebert says:
But for some reason, All positions have been reversed.  Captain Hebert is wearing an engineering uniform with one pip.
Host EO_Hebert says:
Captain MacLeod is on the bridge siting in the center seat.
Host EO_Hebert says:
Everyone is to take role of the total opposite character and have a fun time R'ping tonight
Host EO_Hebert says:
<<<<< BEGIN MISSION >>>>>
Host EO_Hebert says:
ACTION:  A communication beeps at the OPS console.
CO_MacLeod says:
::sitting in CO's chair, spinning around and around
CO_MacLeod says:
ALL: Is someone going to answer the damn beeping!?
Host EO_Hebert says:
Action: CTO_Hunter has just become the OPS Officer.
XO_Lynix says:
::stands out side the CO's office and sees him spinning::
Host EO_Hebert says:
Action: the beeping on the bridge continues.
CO_MacLeod says:
::getting dizzy, stops spinning, goes to stand up, falls on butt::
CO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Mister Hunter, answer that hail!
XO_Lynix says:
::walks to the console and looks at the console::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Answers Hail ::
XO_Lynix says:
::Looks at Hunter:: CTO: your out of uniform!!
CO_MacLeod says:
::wonders why the OPS officer is wearing red::
XO_Lynix says:
::clears the COMM system::
Host Se_tek says:
COMM: Avalon, Respond now!
XO_Lynix says:
COMM: Se Tek: This is Avalon.. please go ahead
CO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Report Mr. Hunter.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
::Walks over to Comm::  COMM: This is the Avalon.
Host Se_tek says:
COMM: Avalon, this Admiral Se'Tek of the Imperial Federation.  We show that an entire fleet of unknown warships is on intercept.  We are dispatching our ships now.
Host Se_tek says:
ACTION:  The science station starts blaring with alarms.
Host Se_tek (Sensor Alert.wav)
XO_Lynix says:
::looks at the CO::  KTarak: I already answered it!
XO_Lynix says:
::runs to the science station and looks over the sensors::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Looks at the CO :: CO: I'm sorry sir I don't feel well.  :: passes out ::
Host Se_tek says:
COMM: Avalon:  We believe this is a Rondarian attack.  So please be ready for anything, Se_Tek Out.
FCO_Kriss says:
CO:  All systems report normal.
CO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Acknowledged
XO_Lynix says:
CO: sir! sensor indicate.. oh dear... We are out gunned!
Host Se_tek says:
ACTION:  12 Rondarion Warships have appeared on the long range scanners on a direct intercept course.
CO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Get someone from medical to look after our OPS officer
XO_Lynix says:
CO: 12 Rondarion Warships ..sir.. aye sir.. ::calls sickbay:: CMO: we need you in operations NOW!
CO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Red alert, raise shields, charge weapons!
Host Se_tek says:
ACTION:  Avalon's shields and weapons systems are now up and running.
XO_Lynix says:
CO: Aye sir! ::punches at the console:: shields raised and weapons charged
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Slowly wakes up on the floor ::
Host Se_tek says:
ACTION:  The Warships have suddenly gone off the screens.
CO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Hail the Rondarion's
XO_Lynix says:
Co: I .. I I can't sir! there gone!
CO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Check all sensors
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: Where would you like me Sir.
XO_Lynix says:
::double checks sensor:: CO: aye sir.. still no sign.. do they have cloaking technology?
CO_MacLeod says:
K'tarak:  Take the ops station Commander.
CO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Very good, maintain red alert and keep scanning.  They've tried this before
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: Yes Sir.  ::Moving over to OPS::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
COMM:  Avalon:  This is the Rondarian Starship Destructo-matic.  You are to lower your shields and weapons and prepare to be boarded, or you will be fired upon, do you agree to these terms?
XO_Lynix says:
::looks at the CO:: CO: sir? what should we do?
CO_MacLeod says:
K'tarak:  On second thought, take tactical.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
::Gives Control Of OPS to OPS_Hunter::
CO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Get me a weapons lock, if you can.
XO_Lynix says:
CO: aye sir.. but there's still nothing out there..
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: Yes Sir..  ::  Going to Tactical::  ::Scans Tactical looking for Weakness in Rondarian Defenses::
OPS_Hunter says:
:: looks around for the doc slowly stands :: XO: Sorry sir I don't know what happen I just felt weird.
CO_MacLeod says:
K'tarak:  Commander, reconfigure the sensors, they have to be out there.
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
Avalon: COMM:  Fine, I take that as a NO.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: Aye  ::Reconfiguring Sensors::
FCO_Kriss says:
CO: Sir, their weapons are fully charged.
XO_Lynix says:
::opens COMM but holds signal:: CO: sir they are still waiting for our reply
XO_Lynix says:
self: oh no
XO_Lynix says:
OPS: get those shields to max power!!
CO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Open a channel.
XO_Lynix says:
::Opens COMM:: Co: open sir
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  One of the Rondarian ships has a slight cloak malfunction which is letting it be tracked.
OPS_Hunter says:
:: looks at OPS control ::
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
::Reconfiguring Sensors for all known Cloaking devices::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  They appear to be slowing to impulse speeds.
CO_MacLeod says:
COMM:  RComdr_Dunther:  This is Captain MacLeod of Avalon station, you have no jurisdiction here, under who's authority are you doing this?
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO:  I have one of them  Seems they have a malfunction in one of their Cloaking devices...
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: They are slowing to Impulse
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
COMM: Avalon:  I need no authorization to attack you, HA! I knew that the Federation was a bunch of kids, this is no test of a warrior's skill.
CO_MacLeod says:
K'tarak:  Excellent, can you get a weapons lock?
XO_Lynix says:
::stands over the science station and notices a blimp on the sensor logs:: CSO: There! we got them! focus on that energy signature!
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
::Attempting Weapons Lock ::
CO_MacLeod says:
COMM:  Dunther:  We have more skill than you know, sir.  I suggest you back off.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: Unable to at this Time Sir
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: May I suggest Aiming by Hand ?
XO_Lynix says:
::walks to science two and begins analysis::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
COMM MacLeod:  Understood, may the best ones win, I will send your family a postcard reminding them of your funeral time.  Destructo, Out.
CO_MacLeod says:
K'tarak:  Set up phasers and torpedoes to fire, maximum spread with no target, maybe we'll get lucky.
XO_Lynix says:
::gets a track on one of the ships and begins to scan for warp particles ::
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO : I have them on a Malfunctioning Cloak  they are not totally visible...
XO_Lynix says:
CO: I have one of them!
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION: 7 ships uncloak to the fore of Avalon station, and 5 others have taken up attack position at random intervals around the station.
Host RCmdr_Duther (Cloaking Device.wav)
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: Aye  :: setting Phasers and Torpedoes at Max Spread...::
XO_Lynix says:
::looks at screen:: CO: oh.. nevermind
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: Ready Sir
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  the Rondarians start a full frontal assault.
Host RCmdr_Duther (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)
CO_MacLeod says:
K'tarak:  Use a visual targeting lock if you can spot one of them
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: 12 Ships have uncloaked with Weapons Ready
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: Aye Sir  Permission to fire when target acquired ?
CO_MacLeod says:
K'tarak:  Fire at will
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
::Firing Phasers and Photons::
XO_Lynix says:
::prepares weapons and begins to fire the torpedoes::
CO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Any of those tri-cobalt devices arrive yet?
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
::Firing at another Ship::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  Many of the phase pulses and plasma torpedoes hit the station at full force, the shaking is unbearable for Avalon Crew.
XO_Lynix says:
::falls out of chair::
CO_MacLeod says:
::holds fast in chair::  ALL:  Maintain fireing rate.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
:: Grabs Tactical Station to Hold self from Falling.  Finds another Target and FIRES::
CO_MacLeod says:
*CEO*:  Engineering, emergency power to the shields.
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  The ship with the faulty cloak system has taken major damage and is leaking plasma from the right nacelle, it is starting a small plasma trail across the sensor grid.
Host CEO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
*CO*: Rerouting power
FCO_Kriss says:
::gets knocked out of chair when console explodes with a great flash of light::
OPS_Hunter says:
:: falls across his console and falls to the floor hard ::
Host CEO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
::reroutes power from replicators to shields::
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: We hit one which is now leaking Plasma...
XO_Lynix says:
::gets back in chair and sees a sitting duck.. fires on the cloaked vessel::
CO_MacLeod says:
K'tarak:  Get them out of my sky Commander!
FCO_Kriss computer notifies crew (REDALERT.wav)
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: AYE  : Fires at Front of Plasma Leak::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  As the phaser hits the plasma stream, it starts a chain explosion which the destroys the leaking ship and two others in the path, disabling one more.
CO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Kriss, can you get a tractor beam on any of them, try and hold them still enough for us to get a clear shot.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: 3 of the Enemy Vessels are destroyed
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
::Firing at one of the 7 ship at fore::
CO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Lets see if they've had enough, hail them.
XO_Lynix says:
COMM: Duther: We can detect your ships! pull off to die! ::hope he buys the bluff::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Comes flying on to the bridge and takes tactical ::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  the last 7 ships continue strong attacking, but it appears one of them is just sitting in the back of the rest not attacking anyone or anything.  just sitting, as it was watching.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: taps a far keys arming what weapons are left ::
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: Suggest aiming our hard attack on one ship which is not Attacking
CO_MacLeod says:
K'tarak:  That one ship, the one just hanging back, target it and hit it hard, that's got to be the command ship
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  Avalon continues to quake as the lights on the bridge go out.
CO_MacLeod says:
XO:  How's our shields, lass
CTO_Hunter says:
:: looks to the CO for the order to fire ::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  Shields of Avalon down to 17%.  yet another ship blows up from Avalon's destruction.
CO_MacLeod says:
Hunter:  Mr. Hunter, take the secondary fireing controls, we need some more heat on the lone ship.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
CO: Suggest we put our full effort in taking the One ship which is Watching and not attacking
CTO_Hunter says:
XO: Shields are holding but down to 17% sir.
MO_Essex says:
::falls out of the TL into operations::
CO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* :  Engineering, we need more power to the shields
MO_Essex says:
All: what are you people doing up here?!?! My sickbay is a mess!
Host CEO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
*CO*: We're working on it ::punting::
CO_MacLeod says:
*CEO*:  Burn out the emitters if you have to, this won't last much longer!
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  The Rondarian ship hanging in the backfield is starting to become evasive, but still not attacking the station.
MO_Essex says:
::shrugs::
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
::Leaves Bridge::  TB:SB
MO_Essex says:
::heads for the docking ring::
Host CEO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
*CO*: I’m taking power from holodecks
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Takes sec firing control ::
CO_MacLeod says:
*CEO*:  What ever works
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
::Exits TB Enters SB...  Takes Best Shuttle and opens SB Doors::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  With all the ships that have fled, and have been destroyed, there is two attackers and one sitter left.  Avalon has sustained major damage.  The shield systems are now failing.
Host CEO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
::Goes to transfer power::
Host CEO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
::Also goes to fix one of the shield generator::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  The phaser arrays have just went offline, and the shield generators have just spit their last breath.
CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Hunter, link up to any ships we have in dock, remote pilot them into the battle and engage!
MO_Essex says:
::heads for the shuttle bay and boards a runabout::!
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
::Steers Shuttle under Sitting Ships Sensors and Finds good Place to Fire all Shuttle Phasers::
MO_Essex says:
*CO*: open the bay! I'm annoyed!
CTO_Hunter says:
:: link up all ships in dock, remote pilot them into the battle ::
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@::Fires Phasers at Waiting Ship::
FCO-Kriss says:
*MO* What are you doing?
CO_MacLeod says:
*MO*:  Say again, I don't understand.
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  one Rondarian ship that is smoking appears to set a collision course for Avalon.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@::Fires all Photons on board at unexpecting Ship::
MO_Essex says:
*CO*: I'm gonna blow some thing up! open the bay doors!!
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Fires ::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  The Destructo evades K'tarak's shots and fires back at the shuttle like ship.
CO_MacLeod says:
*MO*:  Fine fine.  ::opens bay doors:: 
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@::Tries Evasive Maneuvers::  ::Fires again::
Host CEO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
*CO*: Switching to back-up shields generators
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@COMM:CO:  Sir  This is the Main Ship  suggest we concentrate attack on this ship..
MO_Essex says:
@::flights out and charges weapons.. brings ship around toward the lead ship and opens fire.. sliding under it's hull on first run::
CO_MacLeod says:
COMM K'tarak:  You're having an effect, keep after them
FCO-Kriss  (Shuttle Bay Doors.wav)
Host CEO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
::Rerouting power to back-up shield generators::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION: Avalon shields come up just in time to repel the colliding Rondarian warship.  The warship gets shoved by the shields and the station get hit hard.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@COMM:MO: Help me with this ship  I don't think it can't out maneuver both of us
CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Target all weapons and ships, follow K'tarak's lead, I want that ship gone.
CTO_Hunter says:
 :: remote pilot the SS Titan into the battle firing all weapons ::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  The Warship blows up at no more than 1,000 KM from the station rocking everything in the system.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@::Ready's Phasers for another Attack::
CO_MacLeod says:
::falls against bulkhead, gets back to feed.  "now I'm mad"::
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  Avalon's Bay doors open up but do not want to close.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@::Fires Full Phasers::
FCO-Kriss says:
::holds on to chair, doesn't want to fall out again::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Targeting  all weapons :: CO: aye sir
MO_Essex says:
@::makes a run at any other ship left in the sector.. weapons blazon::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Fires all weapons on all ship at the  K'tarak's ::
CO_MacLeod says:
COMM: Duther:  Had enough yet, scum?
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  The Destructo fires it first weapon of the battle and hits K'tarak's craft.  But K'tarak's craft comes around and fires full phasers on the command ship.
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  Two ships left, The Destructo, and the Rovergain are left.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@::Rocks with Phaser hit  But is still in the Battle::  SELF: Today is a GOOD day to Die
MO_Essex says:
@::aims shuttle at the belly of the Destructo and punches the warp drive::
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@::Comes around for another Attack,  Fires Phasers::
FCO-Kriss  (PHASER1.wav)
CO_MacLeod says:
COMM:  K'tarak: Target their weapons platform.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@COMM:CO: Aye  ::Targeting their Weapons  FIRES::
FCO-Kriss  (PHASER2.wav)
CTO_Hunter says:
 :: remote pilot the SS Titan under K'tarak's belly firing all weapons ::
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@:: Fires second volley at weapons again::
FCO-Kriss  (PHASER3.wav)
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  The Destructo evades the ship at the last second and Essex goes by at Warp Speed.
CO_MacLeod says:
::watches the battle unfolding on the monitors::
MO_Essex says:
@self: Rats! I missed!
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@COMM:CO: Looks like they are running Sir.
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  The Rovergain is however not so lucky.  Essex ships hit them in their command center and Rovergain becomes a giant ball of fire.
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  Avalon has just lost all power to all systems and everything is now black.
CO_MacLeod says:
COMM Duther:  Listen, this battle serves no useful porpoise, lets back off and cut our loses
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@Comm: CO:  Is everything alright over there?  Everything just went out on the Station!
CO_MacLeod says:
::looks around::  *CEO*:  Engineering, power!
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
COMM Avalon: Never!  You will die to me.  :: falls to the floor with his last breath as he hits the button.
CTO_Hunter says:
:: kicks his panel :: Self: grrrrrrrr
FCO-Kriss  (Emergency Power.wav)
CEO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
*CO*: No more!!!!!
CO_MacLeod says:
*CEO*:  Great.
MO_Essex says:
@::emergency Transported to the Destructo::
CO_MacLeod says:
ALL:  All hands to escape pods, all hands to escape pods, prepare to abandon the station
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  The Destructo fires its last torpedo at Avalon's center mass and sets a collision course to the Shuttle Bay.
MO_Essex says:
@::runs through the halls shooting everyone in sight::
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@::Hears MO's Call  Attempts Transport::
FCO-Kriss says:
::heads to escape pod::
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Heads for escape pod ::
CO_MacLeod says:
COMM: K'tarak:  We've lost all power, is there any more you can do from there?
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@::Sees photon  Attempts to fire before it hits!::
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@:: Fires at Photon heading toward Station!::
CO_MacLeod says:
*CEO*:  Prepare to collapse anti-matter containment, we'll take them with us, eh?
CTO_Hunter says:
:: Enters  escape pod ::
MO_Essex says:
<ghost> CO: blow it up!!
FCO-Kriss says:
::escape pod launches::
CEO_LtCmdr_Jax says:
*CO*: Self-destruct sequence initiated
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  K'Tarak's shot misses and hits Avalon.  Destructo however doesn't.  It hits the station's at full impulse power.  The Destructo's Warp Drive Overloads and creates an explosion just about a sector wide.
Lt_Cmdr_K`tarak says:
@COMM:CEO: I'm trying to detonate the Photon before it hits the Station Sir!
FCO-Kriss  (Auto Destruct.wav)
CTO_Hunter says:
FCO: Well there goes Avalon. Wonder if they going to build another?
FCO-Kriss  (SHIPEXP1.wav)
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
ACTION:  Every ship, planet and object in Avalon's system is ultimately destroyed!
Host RCmdr_Duther says:
<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>


